You, O God, are praised in Sion

An anthem for Harvest

Words from Psalm 65
and from the collect for Harvest Festival (ASB)

You, O God, are praised in Sion, and unto you shall the vows be per-

You, O God, are praised in Sion, and unto you shall the vows be per-

You, O God, are praised in Sion, and unto you shall the vows be per-
vi - sit the earth,____ and bless it, and bless it. You

vi - sit the earth,____

crown____ the year,____ the year____ with____ your good - ness,
You water the

the year with your goodness,

crown the year, the year with your goodness,
send rain into the gulies,

fur-rows, send rain into the gulies, you make it soft with

and bless the increase of it.

drops of rain and bless the increase of it.
poco rall................................

we offer

we offer you our

Organ tacet until bar 61

we offer,

for your fatherly goodness and care,

in giving

hearty thanks, your fatherly goodness and care, in giving

us the fruits of the earth, we offer you our

us the fruits of the earth, we offer you our

us the fruits of the earth, we offer you our
heart-y thanks, Give us grace to

use them well.

use them well.

use them, well.
You crown the year with good -
You visit the earth, and

You visit the earth,
ness and you bless it. Your clouds drop fat
ness, your

bless it, and bless it. You crown the year, the

bless it, and bless it. You crown the year, the

sempre dolce

clouds drop fat
ness, crown the year, the

year with good
ness, and crown the year, the

year with your good
ness, and crown the year, the
year with your goodness.

and the hills shall re-

year with your goodness.

and the hills shall re-

year with your goodness.

and the hills shall re-

and the hills shall re-
joice!

meadows are full_ of sheep,

They shout for joy!

The valleys are thick__ with corn,
sheep, The valleys are thick with corn, The

They shout for

valleys are thick with corn, The meadows are full of

valleys are thick with corn, they laugh and sing!

joy! they laugh and sing!

sheep, they laugh and sing!

sempre
they shout for joy, they shout for joy, they shout for

they shout for joy, they shout for joy, they shout for

joy... and sing!

joy... and sing!

joy... and sing!

sensa rall..........................